IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CLIENTS – update MARCH 11, 2020
Italy has extended its emergency COVID-19 measures – which include
mobility restrictions and a ban on public gatherings – to the entire country.
Dear All,
as you are aware, due to measures aimed at preventing the spread of COVID-19 within the Italian territory,
Italy is being declared “protected zone”. Such a ruling implies that any single individual on Italian soil shall
abide by certain behaviours. Accordingly, please take careful note of the following which partly summarizes
i) Prime Minister Decrees adopted, respectively, on March 9 and March 8, and ii) the Notice published by
Roccella Jonica Mayor on March 10. Please find attached a copy of the aforementioned resolutions.
For your information, Italian Prime Minister decrees provide for any single individual to avoid leaving
personal residence and/or moving from home. It is to be noted that leaving home shall only be permitted
to individuals, under his/her own personal liability, to be justified in writing, by filling in the self-declaration,
also attached to this notice. Public security Authorities will monitor truthfulness and actual legitimacy of
stated requirements. People are only supposed to move from home, provided that they find themselves in
any of the following situations (which they might be required to prove):
-

work needs;
strict personal needs;
personal or family medical needs.

Also, people are required not to organize and/or attend public functions and/or meetings or the like.
People are strongly advised to keep a one-meter health safety distance amongst each other. Accordingly,
we kindly ask our beloved clients to minimize the use of the clubhouse and of any other shared premises,
without complying with above rules. Also, office hours are going to be notably reduced to allow as many
Marina employees to stay at home, to any extent possible.
Be informed that above rules apply until April 3, 2020 – unless otherwise provided. In the meantime, any
public offices, pharmacies and grocery stores are regularly open. Instead, bar and restaurants are allowed
to stay open only between 6:00 and 18:00.
In your own interest and in the interest of our whole community, a very appreciated part of which you are,
we shall prompt your attention on how crucial it is, for all of us, to fully comply with above rules.
Whereas any question you may have on due compliance to the aforementioned rules, shall be forwarded to
public Authorities, please do not hesitate to contact us, for any other issue and/or clarification you may
need with reference to your stay in our Marina, by sending an email to info@portodellegrazie.it . Please be
advised that Marina personnel is going to be instructed to personally pursue any necessary support with
respect to urgent matters. Therefore, we kindly ask you to defer any request which is not urgent and/or
otherwise strictly and/or promptly needed.
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We rely on your complete understanding. We thank you in advance for your accurate collaboration. And
we trust everyone will be safe and sound, as well as everything back in order, as soon as possible. Please
find attached, also a few recommendations on how to keep yourself healthy.
Take care, be well and enjoy our Marina. Sun will keep shining tomorrow. Still plenty of life to enjoy.
Yours sincerely,
Fabio Filocamo
CEO, Marina di Roccella
Porto delle Grazie S.r.l.
ceo@portodellegrazie.it
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